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LHC experiments depend on a massive distributed computing
infrastructure.
• Software is a critical part
of our physics production
pipeline, from triggering
all the way to analysis and
final plots as well as
simulation

• Millions of lines of code per
experiment supported by
numerous other software
packages (ROOT, Geant,
event generators, etc)

• LHC experiments continuously use about 600k CPU cores and
have around 400PB of data stored on disk and 600PB on tape
• HL-LHC physics goals bring a dramatic increase in event rates
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Putting it another way…
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Physics challenges to LHC software + computing

• Software trigger (HLT) and
offline event reconstruction
algorithms face similar
challenges:
• ~4x increase in pileup
• ~10x higher projected
input rates
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Physics-driven challenges for HL-LHC CMS online and offline applications
• Increase luminosity means more interactions
per bunch crossing. This introduces
numerous issues:
1. Higher detector occupancy: More
sophisticated detector technologies and
higher channel count
2. Trigger: Higher rates needed to preserve
current physics reach; Use capabilities earlier
in the processing chain (e.g., tracking at level-1
trigger) and real-time analysis concepts
3. Particle reconstruction: More difficult to
separate patterns means physics impact (eg
efficiency vs fake tradeoff) and technical
performance (e.g., CPU time) challenges
4. Analysis sensitivity: Searches for lower cross
section processes demand higher precision and
most robust reconstructed data
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Technology challenges to LHC software and computing
End of processor speedup

Towards many-core computing

Trend towards more cores and slower memory access. This is directly at odds
with ”traditional” HEP applications: Single threaded and memory-heavy
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We are not alone: Other scientific areas and the broader data
science community have quickly increasing needs
Astronomy/Astrophysics: Eg, SKA

Genomics: Eg, DNA sequencing

http://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article?id=10.1371/journal.pbio.1002195

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1101.1355.pdf
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We are not alone: Other scientific areas and the broader data
science community have quickly increasing needs
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Needed evolution of HEP applications is underway
Multiple events
in flight
Multiple
algorithms running
on the same event
Parallelism within
algorithms

• Experiment frameworks
are evolving
• Our algorithms must adapt
and take advantage to
achieve needed event
throughput

Offloading to
accelerators +
external resources
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Production frameworks are already able to schedule these
workflows efficiently

CHEP2016 talk
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HEP algorithms are throughput rather than latency driven.
To really gain performance, go beyond thread parallelism on CPU
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Tracking algorithms are one natural target: They are a large
fraction of the HEP reconstruction CPU budget
• Challenges:
• Small matrices mean that usual approaches to
vectorizing matrix algebra do not work well
• Algorithms rely on branch points
• Using wide vector units (e.g., AVX) often slows the
frequency of the CPU. A significant portion of the
computational kernel must be vectorized to benefit

Example project: MatrixPlex project
recasts N small matrices to fill a
vector unit (or accelerator) while
operating on them in sync
Matriplex, parallelized kalman fitter project
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Resulting achievement – 60-70% of track building code can be
effectively vectorized.

• Result enables a big speedup in
track building stage of CMS
tracking

IRIS-HEP topical meeting
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Heterogeneous hardware: incorporating accelerators into CMS workflows
• Opportunity for HEP

• Industry trending to specialized hardware.
• Have become much easier to program in
recent years
• Apparent that CPUs will be (are already..)
not the cheapest performance/$ option
available to HEP algorithms

• Challenge: Recasting algorithms to
make efficient use of accelerators
• Managing data movement essential for effective use
•
•
•
•

Massive parallelism within the event
Independence from thread ordering in algorithms
Avoid unneeded data transfers and transformations
Simple data formats optimized for parallel memory access
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CMS application framework lets algorithms use any hardware
accelerator found on the compute node
• Application developers express which
algorithms should be run for given hardware
configurations.
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Heterogeneous application framework considerations
• Algorithmic approaches may differ in the way that work should be
grouped to take full advantage of the hardware
• Data movement is a big consideration

• We anticipate running workflows on a variety of resources across the
GRID. We want the same configuration regardless of the hardware to be
used on a particular compute node
• Batching of events
• Host CPU can do work in parallel while waiting for the accelerator
computation to complete
CMS heterogeneous framework already used for R&D towards GPU track seeding and
finding algorithms (HLT for Run 3?) and for ML applications using remote FPGAs
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Challenges for algorithm developers
• Do more calculations than data movement
• Refactor or rethink data structures and algorithm methodologies in order to do
enough computations without shipping data to or from the hardware accelerator.
• Encourages doing large chunks of an application instead of shipping data back and
forth across different compute resources

• Have enough independent, parallel calculations to fill vector units
• Have enough flexibility to keep all types of resources in a heterogeneous
system fully busy
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Pixel reconstruction up through track seeding demonstrated on GPUs

• GPUs potentially enable pixel seeds on all events in the
trigger for less cost than in Run 2 HLT system (pixel seeds
computed on only 10% of events)
CTD2019
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So what about storage and
data formats?
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More and more often, analysts are leaving the PetaByte
processing to the production system
• Idea: Provide small but able to serve a wide
range of analysis goals, at the cost of needing to
run lightweight ”reprocessings” to keep them up
to date with latest and greatest analysis recipes
• CMS already in 2014 pioneered the definition of
“small” general purpose data format, MiniAOD
@ ~ 1/10 of the standard AOD
• Its adoption has been overwhelming in RunII: its
adoption has reached 90+% of analyses

• NanoAOD go even further: we were aiming at
~3-5 kB/ev, eventually it is 1 kB/ev.
• Expected analysis coverage ~50%;

The entire Run 2 data and MC can be
downloaded onto

Data Tier

Size (kB)

RAW

1000

GEN

< 50

SIM

1000

DIGI

3000

RECO(SIM)

3000

AOD(SIM)

400 (8x reduction)

MINIAOD(SIM)

50 (8x reduction)

NANOAOD(SIM)

1 (50x reduction)
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Conclusion
• Expect HL-LHC reconstruction and analysis applications to look very
different from CMS Run 2
• No choice but to adapt given the scale of the resource need to capture the
exciting HL-LHC physics program
• Educating our community on opportunities for evolution is critical

• The best approach is still unknown, so its an exciting time to work on new
ideas and new concepts
• Completely new techniques are often necessarily to effectively use modern
computing architectures
• Run 3 is an excellent opportunity for R&D and deployment . Some example CMS
pursuits are detector reconstruction and tracking in the HLT using GPUs, and
O(1 kB) analysis formats
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